Evolution and the End of Civilization
Part II

by Tom Willis

In the July/August, 2005 issue, we opened this discussion covering:
1. Evolution is not science. It is obvious myth.
2. There is no such thing as Christian Evolution.
3. Evolutionism is the greatest excuse for mass murder and civilization destruction in history.

We closed with QED, indicating "That which was to be demonstrated" had been demonstrated. Obviously there is much more that can be demonstrated in support of the view that evolutionism is false science and doctrine, and will play a major role in the destruction of civilization. I believe it will be helpful to supplement Part I in a few places.

Evolution is Obvious Myth

Part I dealt with the fact that no major claim of evolution has ever been observed in the history of man, therefore, evolution cannot qualify as empirical science. Many would argue some variant of, "Of course we don't observe evolution, it takes millions of years, and it all took place before man. But, we observe micro-evolution all the time. And science has so much indirect evidence for macro-evolution that we can state emphatically that it is a fact!" Poppycock. Here are some answers:

The entire philosophy of science for nearly 500 years has been built on induction using repeatable observations without fail, indicating only that a theory may be true. By claiming that their theory took millions of years, is unobservable, but still science, evolutionists are demanding a special pleading for their religious beliefs, while at the same time screaming "Creation is not falsifiable, Creation is not science!" In fact, as pointed out last time, creation can be stated as a testable hypothesis which has 100% experimental success! Evolution as a testable hypothesis has 100% experimental failure!

Macro-evolution has never been observed or found in the fossil record. Micro-evolution resulting in Macro-evolution is not science, it is part of evolutionist mythology. It is a sales-pitch term. Micro-evolution is merely variation within created kind. Claiming Micro-evolution as "evidence for macro-evolution" clearly proves that evolutionists are desperate for evidence, but it does not prove that Micro-evolution logically results in Macro.

But the really "Great Proofs" of evolution are in the claims for "indirect evidence" for Macro-evolution. Evolutionists are so proud of these, and they are all so irrational, that I have done a whole series of articles in CSA News on them, and devoted a chapter to them in Real Scientists Just Say NO! For a free discussion of eight of these "Great Proofs of Evolution," go to www.csama.org, click "CSA News", then retrieve the following newsletters: 11/1996, 07/1999, 09/1999 (two articles), 05/2001, 07/2001, 09/2001, and 11/2001.

See Evolutionism on next page.
Evolutionism and the End of Civilization (cont’d from pg 1)

How Will Evolutionism Destroy Civilization?

First, Evolutionism will not be the only factor. The chief factors will include hatred of truth, hatred of Jesus, and delusion. The Scripture is plain, people will reject truth: "And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved." (2 Thessalonians 2:10 KJVA). Therefore, God will give them a gift of delusion: "And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie." (2 Thessalonians 2:11 KJVA).

One of the central truths they hate (refuse to love) is creation, and because the excuse for rejection is claimed to be science (evolution), there seems to be a matching gift of delusion in science. This presents a very interesting paradox. God said to Daniel, "many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased." (Daniel 12:4 KJVA). The word “scientia” (science) means knowledge. Thus God said, knowledge (science) would increase, but so would unbelief, therefore delusion would increase. Delusion really means separation from reality, including acceptance of false and silly ideas. This is exactly what we see in what passes for science today (and elsewhere).

As predicted, we see an explosion of technology (real science, because it actually works), but we also see a vast array of silly ideas in the name of science. These take the form of countless pseudoscientific medical remedies, an even greater number of drugs that mask symptoms but do not cure, and a large number of false theories in the physical sciences, all taught virtually as fact. These include notions that rocks, canyons, mountains and valleys take millions of years (they manifestly do not, and clear evidence proves they can not have taken millions of years). They also include many false theories in physics such as Special Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, and even gravity. Some "eminent scientist" folks choke with laughter at the mention of gravity until I remind them that two features of Newton's gravity can never be tested, that Einstein called Gravity "superstition," and proposed a radically different theory of why rocks fall as part of Relativity, which is claimed to be "fact." Only under delusion can contradictory theories both be called "science," and even, "fact!"

How will all this delusion work it's way into society, and affect the end of civilization? I do not have any idea of all the ways, but, manifestly delusion and its effects have spread like a wild fire. Consider some examples:

- Evolutionism, a consummately false notion, is taught as fact in well over 90% of the classrooms of the world. Because it is so adamantly taught, yet so at odds with the evidence and common sense, it produces virtual "knowledge schizophrenia." More importantly, it serves as proof that either God does not exist, or did not write a clear message to Man.
- Medicine and pseudo-medicine, physics and pseudo-physics, history and pseudo-history, geology and pseudo-geology are rampant, and will continue to grow apace, adding layers of contradictions, increasing schizophrenia.
- The systematic denial of the Truth, even the relevance, of Scripture increases delusion (2 Thess 2:10), and provides a humanist base for "ethical decisions," resulting in grotesque contradictions and more delusion. "It is wrong to kill animals, they are just another species, like us." "It is wrong to kill your four year old and feed him to your dogs, but right to kill your unborn and "harvest" their cells to do good." Golly, I thought dogs were just another species like us. Why is it wrong to feed one species to another (thus "doing good"), but right to kill a small human to "do good."
- Anti-scriptural delusion was widely used to sell Marxism/Socialism, both of which can argue: "It is wrong to steal from your neighbor, but it is also wrong for one person to earn more than another, so it is right to organize society to steal what one person has earned, or received legally, and give it to others. That is not stealing, you see, it is socialism, and that is good, because... I say it is good." The Marxists/Communists added government ownership of all important assets, and the fascinating doctrine that they needed to murder all who did not agree and to entirely destroy the existing order leaving chaos for them to fill and build their "utopia" on the ashes. Only a few years ago, Marxism/Socialism (organized theft) was deemed evil. Today there is virtually no need for a Marxist party, it would be indistinguishable from the Democrat party which is completely Marxist, even to the point of destruction of the existing order. As usual, Republicans are striving to catch up.
- In Islam, a sophomoric rewrite of portions of the Bible grants Muslims, like Communists, the "right" to kill anyone who might not agree with them, resulting in millions of murders. It should not be lost on alert observers that Islam has obtained all its weapons from atheists (Communists). It seems to bother neither the communists ("Religion is the opiate of the people.") nor the Muslims ("Kill the infidels") that they are dependent on their supposed mortal enemies.
- Romanists anointed themselves masters over Scripture, giving themselves license to distort it any way they pleased: ("Christians cannot make it to heaven because they don't bow before the Pope... well maybe they can, but they'll be 2nd class citizens"). This sort of delusion resulted in 50-60 million, legally sanctioned, murders.
- Liberal Theology, while occasionally pretending to abhor some things, places evolution at the pinnacle of science and the Bible in the circular file, well except to drag out every week or so to butcher with their "interpretations."

While some will declare otherwise, I did not provide this list because I hate its constituents. I do hate what they stand for, and they must be discussed because they are all contributing to growing delusion in the world.

The Common Threads of Delusion

The single common thread here is unbelief in Scripture, either by rejection (humanist/atheist evolutionists) or by systematic distortion (Islam, Romanism, Liberal Theology [a form of Humanism]). Evolutionism is also held dearly by every one of these major groups but Islam. Thus, evolutionism is clearly a key factor, but not the key. It is true that some other cults (other distorters of Scripture) reject evolution, but they are minor players.

The Common Results of Delusion

The principal, universal result of rejection of Scripture is delusion, one can believe anything! Widespread belief in "anything" results in chaos. In chaos, not the wisest, most knowledgeable or even the strongest, prevail. The destructive prevail (consider "terrorists"). Four major groups now intend to rule the world: Communists, Humanists, Romanists and Muslims. All distort or reject Scripture, the first three are evolutionist. All have demonstrated themselves willing to kill anyone who, intentionally, or otherwise, poses a real or imagined threat to their goals. All three prefer to kill Christians and Jews as Scripture indicates. Obviously there are other factors, and other groups, but unbelief in Scripture surely qualifies as the major contributor to the approaching end of civilization. Evolutionism is the major apologetic system for three of the four leading enemies of Scripture.
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